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House Beautiful

The KITCHEN Issue

AMAZING NEW:
Hardware P. 55
Counter Stools P. 59
Faucets P. 24
Backsplashes P. 63
Pendants P. 51
and more!

Brilliant Wine Storage For Any Space P. 17

A Secret Pantry
COULD CHANGE YOUR LIFE.
(IT'S TRUE!) P. 24

JEAN LIU DESIGNS
A DOWNSIZER’S DREAM KITCHEN P. 62
Look Beneath the Surface

Beyond an intricate sea of blues is a hardworking space for a family of seven. *By Carisha Swanson*

*Interior Designer CAREN RIDEAU*
*Photographer MEGHAN BEIERLE-O’BRIEN*
A Serene Color Story

Cabinetry from Caren Rideau’s colorful Frida Collection allows white accents like her custom range hood and Circa Lighting pendants to pop. Catania cement tiles from Veranda Tile Design anchor the cooking wall, while brass rails give access to upper storage via a ladder stashed in the adjoining room. Sink: Rohl. Hardware: Emtek. Wine storage: Sub-Zero.